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15 - had had an interest in Christianity but had felt his own personal

efforts should be spent in politics and in government, for which he had grea

ability. So he was trained in Rome in rhetoric and administration and so on

and he had a place in the council in the city of Rome and the time came when

he moved along in his life when theo fficials sent him to be governor in a

large area which included the city of Milan. The Imperial government of

the empire was situated in Milan with a general overall rule 'ver M4 Italy

and the other countries, but the actual control of the city of Milan was

included in this province which was under a local administrator over Italy-.

This administrator had his headquarters in Rome. He said to Ambrose as he

went to 411* be governor in Milan, he said "there is a rather turbulent

populace in Milan, there are important difficulties there, you might be

- __tempted to simply take the army and establish things with force, but that

-




11
'is not the way to accomplish the best results in the end' He said - "Go

not as the governor but as a bishop", now of course he was using the term

in a figurative sense. Be a man who rules by exerting a personal influence

over people and doing things for their good rather than arr sort of an

arbitrary way. He had picked Ambrose because he thought he had the ability

to carry out that sort of a government ane when Ambrose was there a certain

length of time and was well liked by the people for his administration,

\ and when the Arian bishops who had been put in in charge of t** Milan

when this Arian bishop died, the time came for the election of a new bishop.

There were people in Milan who wanted a man loyal to the orthodox faith

and others who wanted an Arian bishop, and people who wanted this sort of

man and that sort of man and no man was an outstanding candidate for this

bishop of Milan. So the meeting was held and the governor was present

with a force of soldiers to put ctwn any sort of confusion or difficulty

that might occur and this large meeting of the Christians at Milan was

held in order to seek to determine who should be the next bishop of the city

and the people nominated different ones and none seemed to have more than 1/6
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